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Silicon image sensors suffer from minority carrier diffusion lengths as high as 200400 pm. ln
contrast, Sl GaAs substrates have short carrier diffusion lengths below 10 pm. This is
attractive for HDTV sensors with émall pixel sizes in the order of l0 pm. Unfortunately, GaAs
MESFETs show disappointing levels of shot noise. A number of solutions are proposed,
including a shift towards GaAs HIGFET technology.

1 Introduction
Preserrtly HDTV sensors are exclusively fabricated in silicon based technology. There are of the order
of 1000 by 1000 pixels in such sensors, thus the pixel pitch tends to be of the order of a few microns

wttereas, the minority carrier diffusion length, in silicon, carr be as much as 200-400 ¡zm for typical
substrates. This large figure, in comparison to the pixel pitch, leads to crosstalk ancl degraclation of
spatial resolution - this is valid for conventional image sensors and worsens with the move to HDTV.
Trarlitionally, this problem is controlled by the use of epitaxial substrates, but this is at the expense of
Ieclttcecl resportsivity. Crrr-rently silicon epitaxial layers can be in the order of 20 pm- but any further
rlct:rease in this thickrrr¿ss would overly degrade thc responsivity.

This has lead to the investigation of alternative substrates such as GaAs. The motivation to explore
XY arrays in GaAs technology arises from the fact that (a) the optical absorption coefficients in GaAs
¿rre such that light is absolbed 10 times closer to the surface, than in silicon, (see Fig. 1) resulting in
¡nore efficien[ photocollection and tighter control over optical overload (blooming) [1] (b) the difiusion
lengths in SI GaAs are over an order of magnitude shorter than in silicon, resulting in improved spatial
resoltrtion, showing promise for HDTV applications [2] (c) GaAs has superior dark current characteristics,
¿rs evidenced by the successful realisation room temperature GaAs X-ray detectors [3] ancl (<t) there is
promise of integratiorr of high-speed processing (eg. image conrpression) on the same chip as the sensor.
This is the reason for our focus on XY arrays rather than CCD technology.

The main drawback with GaAs, for the realisation of an XY array imager, is in the design of a low noise
out¡rut circuit. This will become apparent in the analysis to be presented in this paper.

2 Noise Analysis of Imager Output Circuit
The output circuit of most standard solid-state imagers usually consists of the output node capacitance,
a reset transistor and a source follower. For best noise performance, the traditional solution is to choose
a source follower with an input capacitance equal to that of the output node (or vicleo line) capaci-
tanr:e [4,5,6,7,8]. Irl practi<tl, we have shown that this'r;apacitance matching'approach results in
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Figure 1: GaAs v. silicon absorption length comparison

an unnecessarily large estimate of transistor size [9] for silicon. We compare results between silicon and

gallium arsenide, and show that capacitance matching is even less appropriate for GaAs. A noise model,

for the GaAs case is fully presented.

Using the equivalent circuit, in Fig. 3, for the GaAs case, we find that the output noise is given by
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where Graffeuil's model [10] has been used for the flicker noise term and Pospieszalski's model [11] has

been used for the thermal noise terms: (r'^) : #(, - #), (i'") :4kTBgo and (u[z') :0. For a first

order analysis the shot noise, due to gate leakage, is modelled by one source [12]. Although the kTC
noise is strictly a sequence of random dc voltage samples [13], we add it in quadrature in the usual way.

2aN¿WL f
(1)

3 Discussion and Conclusion.

In practice, flicker and, kTC noise are removed by correlated double sampling (CDS) [1al or delayed

double sampling (DDS) [15], for example, and thus we concentrate on the thermal and shot noise curves.

We see from Fig. 4, lhat shot noise dominates the noise of the GaAs output circuit. Unfortunately

it is impossible to remove shot noise by correlated double sampling. This means that the cirr:uit can-

not be optimised for this MESFET technology. Hence to realise a proof-of-concept imager, in the short

term, two options are available: (a) use off-chip output circuitry or (b) use ammonium sulphide, (NH4)2S'

annealed MESFETs which is is reported as reducing gate leakage currents by 3 orders of magnitude [16].

Option (a) would add 1-2 pF of parasitic capacitance to the output node, but this total capacitance

would still be less than in the case of silicon. With option (b) there is a question over the stability

of sulphide treatments in GaAs. In the short term, (a) provides the simplest solution for producing a

proof-of-concept demonstrator.

In the longer term, two emerging GaAs technologies are promising: the HIGFET and the anisotype FET'

The HIGFET [17] uses a semi-insulating AlGaAs layer in the gate to reduce leakage currents the mid-

dle shot noise curve in Fig. 4 represents this case. The anisotype FET [18] uses a graded semiconductor
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Figure 2: Imager output circuit configuration
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Figure 3: Equivalent cir<ruit of the output stage. (a) Si MOSFET case: The voltage u,, anrl cur.rent i,,
rroisesources are referred to the input. (b) GaAsMESFET case: The voltage rroise soulr:e r,,, is referrecl
to the in¡lrt ancl the thelmal current noise source i,, is at the output, in accordarr<:cr with Pos¡rieszalski's
rnodel. The shot noise due to ¡çate-channel leakage is modelled, to first-orcler, by the single cru rclìt sourcc,
i". In both câ.s€s ftes has been ignored, as it is assumed that uRn"Cs" ( l.
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Figure 4: Imager output circuit noise sources. (a) Siìicon. Solid line: thermal noise. Chained line:
kTC noise. Dotted lines: maximum & minimum flicker noise (frequency dependent). (b) GaAs. Solid
line: thermal noise. Chained line: kTC noise. Dotted line: maximum flicker noise. Dasheci lines: shot
noise (upper curve, MESFET, Is:2 x 10-84/m; middle curve, HIGFET, Ie:10-12[/rn; lou'er cur\¡e,
anisotype FET, Ie - 2 x 10-15A/In.)

InGaAs/GaAs layer in the gate, producing yet a further improvement in gate leakage the shot noise
for this case is the lowest clashed curve in Fig. 4.

Recently Lucent have announced a true MOS-GaAs [19], using a mixture of gallium r¡xide and gaclolinium
oxide Gaz03(Gd203). If oxide stability ancì high integration levels are eventualìy provcn, this u'ill be the
ideal medium for the proposed selìsor.
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